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Cam Houses to Newby Head
Newby Head to Lea Yeat via Wold Fell
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The Upper Dentdale High Level
alternatives (a shorter and a longer one)
When you emerge on to the motor road at
GR 786 835, the Dales Way turns left along it
to descend into Dentdale. Purists will want
to follow this route, which is an attractive
valley walk, downhill all the way, but it has
the disadvantage of being along the main
road through the dale with the consequent
traffic, and it is enclosed, with few views.
An alternative is available which is largely
traffic-free, along an old drove road, the
Galloway Gate, formerly used to bring cattle
down from Scotland, which offers good
walking. It does however involve a steady,
but not steep, pull up to 1805' (550m) (higher
than any point on the official Dales Way),
but the resulting views (from the longer
alternative) down Dentdale and to the
surrounding fells are superb. The shorter
alternative, which re-joins the official Dales
Way on the road at Arten Gill, will take about
1½ hours, the longer one, which re-joins the
official route at Lea Yeat, about 2½ hours.
Instead of turning left along the road, to
descend into Dentdale, turn right along it. In
about ten minutes you will reach on the left a
large wooden field gate and a small metal
bridle gate side by side. This is Newby Head
Gate. Go through the bridle gate and follow
the broad metalled track, which immediately
begins to climb. As you get higher, pause to
look back. All Three Peaks are visible: Peny-ghent half-left, further right the stepped
profile of Ingleborough and further right
again the whaleback of Whernside. You pass
through a gate: the metalled surface ends,
but the track continues clear ahead in an old
walled lane. In this field you may come
across a herd of Belted Galloway cattle,
which seems appropriate in view of the name
of the track. The valley to the right is
Widdale. Pass through another gate: the

track is now level for a time, before it bends
left and climbs to the highest point. Now the
grassy track, a pleasure to walk on, is once
more level for a time, before starting to
descend. There is a particularly good view
down Widdale. You pick up a wall on the left
and follow it down to a cross track.
This is the old drove road from Dentdale to
Wensleydale, now part of the Pennine
Bridleway. Go through the large new gate on
the left. On the left is an information panel
about Arten Gill and its viaduct. The shorter
alternative keeps straight ahead and follows
the Pennine Bridleway down Arten Gill,
eventually passing under the viaduct and rejoining the road.
The longer alternative turns right through
another gate and climbs the slopes of Great
Knoutberry Fell in the remains of an old
walled lane. Pass through a gate and climb to
the highest point of this section (1785',
544m). The great delight of the next part of
the walk is watching the views of Dentdale
slowly unfold down on the left. Down half
left is the Arten Gill railway viaduct. There
are more views of Ingleborough and
Whernside. The main fells to the left of
Dentdale are Whernside, Great Coum and
Middleton Fell, to the right of the valley is
Rise Hill, to its right in the distance are the
Howgill Fells, and to their right, nearer to
hand, is the long whaleback of Baugh Fell.
You will pass through three more gates.
After the second gate Wild Boar Fell appears
to the right of Baugh Fell. When you reach
the next motor road (the Coal Road, another
old drove road) turn left down it and follow it
all the way to the bottom, passing the
entrance to Dent Station on the way. At the
bottom (Lea Yeat) keep forward to cross the
river by the road bridge, then turn right over
the stile to follow the riverside path. You
have now re-joined the official Dales Way.

DALES WAY - the Watershed Alternative
The opening a new section of the Pennine
Bridleway in 2011 presents the opportunity
of a fine alternative route from the Pennine
watershed at Cam Houses into Upper
Dentdale.

(at 1870', 570m, higher than any point on the
official Dales Way). On the left there is a
wooden field gate, waymarked as a
bridleway. You are going to follow it all the
way to the B6255 at Newby Head.

The alternative route can be split into two
sections – Cam Houses to Newby Head, and
Upper Dentdale (Newby Head to Lea Yeat).

Go through the gate and turn left along the
clear grassy track. Pass through a low broken
down wall. A few minutes later there is a
good view right down the valley of
Snaizeholme Beck. As you approach the
next wall, Whernside looms large ahead.
Pass through a bridle-gate in this wellmaintained wall, here leaving the old North
Riding and re-entering the old West Riding
of Yorkshire. This is Gavel Gap, the start of
the Ribble Way, the source of the River
Ribble being nearby. The white house you
can see in the distance is Newby Head Farm.
From here the surface of the bridleway has
been improved. Cross a cobbled ford at the
confluence of Jam Sike and Long Gill. You
reach the B6255 through a bridle-gate. Cross
the road to the continuation of the bridleway,
which soon leads you round to the Dent road.
From here it is a further 5 minutes to the start
on the right of the Upper Dentdale
alternative (see over), from there another 10
minutes to where the official route joins this
road from the left. Just over 1½ hours from
Cam Houses.

Either can be used to replace a section of the
traditional route, or they can be taken
together. The first cuts 1½ miles from the
route, the second adds 2½ miles but offers
some of the finest views of the whole walk.
(Text: Douglas Cossar. Map: Tony Grogan)

The Cam Houses to Newby Head
alternative
This is very highly recommended. It is 1½
miles shorter than the official route, is easier
underfoot, after an initial 15-minute climb is
almost entirely level or downhill and has
fine views. It uses a new bridleway created
by the Yorkshire Dales National Park in
connection with the Pennine Bridleway.
Following the Dales Way, you reach the
buildings of Cam Houses through a large
gate. The farmhouse is on your right. Follow
the track through the yard, but just after
crossing the beck, where the official Dales
Way bears left, turn right up the steep
tarmac farm access road. At the top of the
steepest part of the climb, another track
comes in from the left and the surface
becomes stony. Bear right and continue
gently uphill. When you reach a T-junction
turn right, and the surface is once more
tarmac. You are now on Cam High Road, a
Roman road. Dodd Fell is straight ahead.
Follow this road until you pass through a
metal gate across it. This is Cold Keld Gate

DWA members check the Watershed
Alternative route, May 2011.

